English Update Spring 1
Well done to all children and parents for their hard work at home in English this half term. I
have really enjoyed popping in to see how your reading and writing is progressing. Thanks to
those of you who have filled in my reading survey. The answers will help me when I’m
ordering new books and in planning for future units of work. It is fantastic that so many of
you love and are enthusiastic about reading in school and at home!
Miss Manzone
The upcoming term is looking very exciting with lots of new ‘Power of Reading’ books to
explore and a virtual visit from the author SF Said on the afternoon of Friday 5th March!

World Book Day events will be different this year but we will keep you posted. In the mean
time you can check out the website below for activities.
https://www.worldbookday.com/2020/09/world-book-day-2021-announcements/

Nursery
This term in Nursery we have been following the topic The 5 Senses. We have enjoyed
interactive activities that have supported us in learning to use our sense of Sight, Touch,
Taste, Hearing and Smell. We have been retelling Brown Bear Brown Bear What Do You
See? and Polar Bear Polar Bear What Do You Hear? in sequence. Some of the nursery
children had some toy animals related to both stories and others had all the props to create
their own story boxes. Each day when we came online the children at home and at school
joined in. The children loved the stories because they are repetitive. There were some
children who cut out their own puppets to read alongside the story.
We especially enjoyed learning how to listen carefully to each other and to enjoy the shared
repetitive language “Brown Bear, Brown Bear What Do You See? I see a red bird looking at
me”. We have learnt our colours and how to describe objects with some confidence and to
begin predicting what comes first, what next, and how the stories end.

Children are also showing confidence in writing their names

Star work

Reception

This term in Reception we have been focusing on our topic of Space. We enjoyed reading
Stanley’s Stick, an incredible picture book featuring a boy who finds a stick and it can
become the most wonderful things! We learnt to hear and identify the fun rhyming words in
the story. We travelled into space with Stanley, his stick becoming a Rocket Ship, to explore
the planets, the sun and the moon in our solar system. We headed back down to earth to
find and explore our own sticks. We went on stick nature hunts, ordered sticks by height,
used them to make number sentences and created shapes. Of course, it was essential to
think about stick safety on our adventures, so we created safety posters.
Sticks became our friends when we made our stick worry dolls. Sticks also became our
writing tools. As part of our learning, we tapped out stick rhythms and listened to Vivaldi’s
Four seasons, responding to the changing seasons through dance.
We retold the story to our families, made puppets, drew pictures and included captions.
We especially enjoyed using sticks to create pictures with.

Star work
Zara ordered sticks by their height and used them to create shapes.
Thomas drew a beautiful picture of Stanley’s Stick on the beach and wrote the title
independently.
Laila created an informative stick safety poster and her sentences were scribed by her
parents.
Henry and his brother Oscar in Nursery went on a stick hunt and found the biggest in the
park.

Year 1

This term in Year 1 we have been looking at traditional tales. The children studied lots of
different stories and identified the similarities in each of them. After, they planned and wrote
their own traditional tale!

We especially enjoyed retelling the stories to our grown ups at home.

Star work
Eirinn has used the strategies that we use in class by first verbally retelling the story and
then drawing pictures to help him plan the story. This was followed by him writing his own
traditional tale, including his own made-up character!
Gabriela has used all of the different features that are found in traditional tales to write her
own. She created her own character and has used lots of adjectives that are often found in
traditional tales.

Year 2

This half term in Year 2 we read ‘Where the Wild Things Are’ by Maurice Sendak.
We used the book as a springboard to explore character and setting descriptions, story
maps and narrative writing.
We especially enjoyed creating our own wild things in Art and using descriptive language to
describe them.

Star work

●
●
●

has included…
Maisie’s setting description. She used lots of adjectives to describe the forest from
‘Where the Wild Things Are’.
Hannah’s detailed descriptions of some of the wild things from the story.
Fergus’s interesting wild thing creation.

Year 3

This term in Year 3 we have been reading Charlotte’s Web. We have enjoyed listening to
each chapter and we have used the book to help us complete diary entries, newspaper
reports, persuasive writing pieces as well as using it in Science to learn about spiders and in
art, to draw farm yard animals and create ‘Wanted Posters’.

Star work

Clement wrote a fabulous diary entry about the day Fern got her new pig and Clara wrote a
lovely letter to Wilbur the pig, trying to cheer him up!

Year 4

This term in Year 4 we have read Boy in The Tower, by Polly Ho. Whilst we were learning at
school, we used this story to inspire newspaper reports. During home-learning, we finished
the story and studied its structure. We then wrote our own versions of Boy in The Tower,
changing one or two elements.
This term we have also started our next book Varjak Paw. We are really looking forward to a
virtual visit from the author on March 5th. We feel very lucky! We love the book! So far, we
know it’s about a cat who learns a martial art therefore we have been learning martial arts
too. As we read we have been identifying the beautiful and impactful descriptions the author
uses, especially in moments of action. We will continue to use this book to build our
knowledge of features of great descriptive writing and will practice applying these to our own
writing.

Star work has included…

Noah

Sofia

Year 5

This term in Year 5 we have studied and answered our reading comprehension questions
on the dystopian and hard-hitting Floodland by Marcus Sedgwick and listened to the
mythical and mysterious The Girl of Ink and Stars by Kiran Millwood Hargrave during our live
online story times. We have concentrated on making our sentences more ambitious and
writing descriptive passages. We especially enjoyed describing and then making our own
ideal bedrooms and completing our Big Writes on Fridays. The vocabulary from the books
has definitely influenced our creative writing. We are all looking forward to reading Skellig in
Spring 2 and some of us have already bought ourselves a copy!

Star work has included…

Gideon’s excellent story which started..

Jimmy’s amazing story which started...

Jasmine’s fantastic ideal bedroom description which she then turned into a DT project.

Year 6
This term in Year 6 we have been looking at using persuasive
techniques when writing letters, speeches and adverts. We
looked carefully at different techniques such as use of positive,
affirmative language, use of hyperbole to exaggerate and the 3
Rs - repetition, rhyme and rhetorical questions.
We especially enjoyed creating holiday brochures for our favourite
destinations around the world. It was a great way of putting the
skills we learnt into practice, and got us in the mood for the
holidays after such a long time stuck indoors!
We also enjoyed reading Andrew Norris’s book: The Portal!

Star work

Here are just a few snapshots from Jack’s amazing brochure
for Hawaii! He used all of the persuasive techniques that we
covered, plus a couple more of his own. After planning his
brochure, Jack then drafted the contents onto a document,
and finished off by beautifully presenting it with eye-catching
images of his chosen destination.
Well done Jack!

